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Re: Dr Winkler

From: Shira Kraft (shirakraft@icloud.com)

To: kassenoffa@gtlaw.com

Cc: ckassenoff@yahoo.com; gd@dimolaw.com; ab@dimolaw.com

Date: Friday, September 9, 2022, 08:14 AM EDT

She’s such a loser 

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 9, 2022, at 8:01 AM, KassenoffA@gtlaw.com wrote:

I have one lawyer.  You have an entire team.  Atty is not on my case. Brittney is not even a lawyer. You insist on
copying them on every email you send me.  Wasting legal fees?  You have sued me in multiple cases, filed a
grievance against me, more motions than imaginable in the divorce action, sued dr Adler….  And you accuse me
of being wasteful with legal fees?  You are a joke. Everyone (except your Facebook cronies) knows it. I don’t
know what you think I should be consulting with you about catherine regarding an annual physical. If the kids are
due for an immunization, they will get it. If dr Winkler has the flu shot, they will get it (like every other year). Okay,
do you think they should get the flu shot catherine?  I wish, just once, you would actually try to work as a parent
and not just try to “catch me”.  When ally fell off her bike - rather than saying “I’m glad you immediately got her
to the ER to get her cut taken care of.”  Instead you initiate a CPS investigation of me. The kids only wear hand
me downs?  Okay catherine, whatever you say. My credit card bills say otherwise. In fact, I can’t remember the
last time they wore a hand me down.  Have a nice weekend catherine. I know I will. 

On Sep 9, 2022, at 7:52 AM, catherine kassenoff <ckassenoff@yahoo.com> wrote:

What about flu shots, Allan?  And why do your lawyers have to be involved with so much?  You accuse me of
"wasting" money and you won't even have email correspondence about clothing, doctors, food and visits?  I
am PRO SE and you spend money on numerous lawyers and all this collateral stuff too?  Why?  

On Friday, September 9, 2022 at 06:53:39 AM EDT, <kassenoffa@gtlaw.com> wrote:

What are you talking about “calling in the insurance”?  This is an annual physical obviously. 

> On Sep 9, 2022, at 6:39 AM, catherine kassenoff <ckassenoff@yahoo.com> wrote:
> 
> *EXTERNAL TO GT* 
> 
> You need to be sure you call in the insurance info for Ally and JoJo or they will cancel the visit. Again, you
didn’t bother telling me what this visit is for? Or discussing with me? Are you going to give them shots without
discussing with me? 
> 
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